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Draft agenda

1. Welcome and introduction
   by the IPU Secretary General and Committee President

2. Science for Peace
   CERN is a pioneer in the area of placing science at the service of peace

3. Water and Peace
   Senior political figures will connect the dots between water and peace

4. The role of parliaments and parliamentarians in the implementation of SDG 6
   WaterLex will outline the role of MPs in achieving the SDG on water

5. New and renewable water
   Scientific experts will provide an overview of cutting-edge water technologies

6. Science models to promote the dialogue and Science for Peace School
   CERN will present models of science to promote intercultural dialogue

7. Pilot country mapping
   Case studies and identification of future pilot countries

8. National experiences
   Exchange of country experiences

9. Parliamentary Network on Water (PNoW)
   Establishment and proposed modalities

10. Next steps
    Recommendations for the way forward